
	  

London Fashion Week The Daily joins with EDITD for 5th season 
to bring to their readers daily l ive trend analysis  

 
 
London, 10 February, 2014 - EDITD, the leader in retail data analytics and 
who run the world’s biggest apparel data warehouse, announces the fifth 
season of their data collaboration with LFW The Daily, the official newspaper 
of London Fashion Week, which publishes live from the front row and 
backstage during the week. 
 
EDITD, an established partner after a successful two-year relationship 
beginning in February 2012, will highlight new retail trends and shifts in 
consumer attitudes during the fashion weeks globally.  
 
Each day of London Fashion Week, 14 - 18 February 2014, EDITD will 
analyse more than 17 mill ion tweets*, 8 mill ion product SKUs and 
thousands of runway images to bring to The Daily’s readers three half-
page overviews including:  

● real-time social media sentiment analysis, exposing the key trends 
consumers liked and pre-empting a trend’s popularity; 

● runway journey of product styles for buyers and merchandisers to 
understand how to capitalise on commerciality; 

● best selling garments in retail, and insight into what product trends are 
next. 

 
Social media emphasis of London Fashion Week is unrivalled by other fashion 
capitals, and consumers are increasingly becoming a part of the event, and of 
interest to the fashion industry. Their reactions are closely watched and 
analysed by the retail giants, whose buying and merchandising teams gauge 
what customers will buy next.  
 
“We’re delighted to bring EDITD’s insights to LFW The Daily readers again 
this season. EDITD analyses live social sentiment, discovers top trends in 
retail and translates all of this to the industry influencers,” said Marion Jones, 
Co-editor at LFW The Daily. “We love how EDITD encapsulates the 
conversation out there, from the sublime to the plain ridiculous!”  
 
Julia Fowler, founder at EDITD, continues, “Concrete information on what’s 
selling well, and what consumers like, is essential for brands and retailers to 
trade competitively and make product choices that are economically viable 
and right - and it’s a pleasure to share our industry data with a wider 
audience through our continued collaboration with LFW The Daily.” 



	  

For more information about EDITD, visit www.editd.com. 
 
ABOUT EDITD 
EDITD runs the world's biggest apparel data warehouse, which global and 
local retailers use to track the market, align product assortment and trade 
with competitive intelligence. EDITD’s software is the market leader in real-
time analytics of pricing, assortment, and deep product metrics for apparel 
professionals in merchandising, buying, trading and strategy. Used by the 
world’s best fashion retailers, like ASOS, Gap, Target and Gilt Groupe, across 
five continents, EDITD helps buyers and merchandisers to make the right 
trading decisions. 
 
Contact 
Laura Grigerova 
EDITD 
laura@editd.com 
+44 20 3369 9811 
 
 
*based on the last season’s figures  

 
 


